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o India, & Missing Global Horse Sense 

From: Marty Torrey I 

'------- 86 
[RELEASE IN PART 86[ 

To: Hillary Clinton hr15@att.blackberry.net 

Subject: D India, & Missing Global Horse Sense 

Yes, Dis a great guy and I'm glad he's in India looking things over. My British security clients who you met 
at my house, have been asked by the Govt of India Ministry of Home Affairs to explore post·Mombai security there as well & 
have asked me to join them there. What has always amazed me is that most governments seem focused on the 4th 
(recovery) phase of terrorist attacks ( catch the bad guys and restore normalcy) and not enough on the 3rd phases ( 
diplocmacy & prevention ) .... open lines of communication & truly assess what drives the adversaries· from their 
perspective .... & and the prevention· which can be bolstered by meaningful diplomacy in the effort to harden potential 
targets and quantify humint / elint / intell collection. Which brings us back to the common sense theme. Where has it been? 
While true that we've not been attacked in the US since 9/11, too few see that a terrorist attack anywhere heightens our 
homeland tension, changes our focus, and reduces our ability to evolve as we wish with domestic priorities. I think it goes 
back to my theory of the shrinking global neighborhood. You can't keep the thieves from robbing the local grocery store until 
they no longer need the money. Yep, lots of gum flapping, some thought and wasted activity over the past 8 years· but too 
little clarity, targeted discourse and horse sense. You'll do better because you get it. 
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